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Abstract:

The aim of this thesis is to develop control design models of digital displacement (DD) hydraulic units, enabling dynamical analysis and control synthesis. The newly emerging digital displacement technology is an energy efficient digital hydraulic concept for pump and motor units, where numerous pressure chambers are controlled individually by electromechanical actuated on/off valves to obtain the desired displacement throughput. The technology is assessed to have potential as being the core component of future transmission solution for high power renewable energy take-off systems in e.g. wind and wave energy, as well as being a direct replacement to conventional hydraulic pump/motor units.

The research has contributed with an investigation of the underlying challenges related to control of a complex dynamical system comprising of nonlinear, continuous, discrete, binary and operation altering dynamical elements. It is found that within a limited operation region, the fundamental dynamical behavior may be described by both continuous and discrete approximations. Controller synthesis based on both deterministic and stochastic optimal state feedback control, as well as model predictive strategies has been applied to obtain the desired performance. More complex dynamical system theories have been studied in the aim of obtaining a more accurate and general control design model description. Hybrid dynamical system theory can describe the dynamics of such, but control law establishment for such system is based on stability proofs relating to both nonlinear continuous and discrete stability theory and is therefore of complex nature. The developed control design models are thus meant as the foundation in the process of designing feedback controllers for digital displacement units.